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The following is part of Pivotal Events that was 

published for our subscribers October 25, 2018. 

 
 

Signs of The Times 

“The difference between communism and socialism is that under socialism 

central planning ends with a gun in your face, whereas under communism 

central planning begins with a gun in your face.” 

– Kevin D. Williamson, 

 The Politically Incorrect Guide to Socialism. 

“Ford Boosts Production of its $400,000 GT Supercar as Demand Outpaces 

Supply” 

– CNBC, October 18. 

“86% of 2017 ICOs Are Now in the Red” 

– Business Telegraph, October 20. 

“California Housing Market Experiencing Shift as Home Sales Continue 

Descent in September” 

– PRNewswire, October 22. 

“Two ‘Unstable” OPEC Nations May Decide Whether Oil Takes another Run 

at $100” 

– CNBC, October 22. 

“Small Caps Erase Gains for Year” 

– Bloomberg, October 23. 

Perspective 

Small Caps giving up the gains for the year is not the only depressed sector. The NYSE 

Comp opened the year at 13000, jumped to 13367 and is now below 12000. The hit-low 

in February was 12048. This has been taken out, formally setting the bear market. In 

which case, the recession will soon follow. Typically, the economy turns down with the 

financial contraction. 

Somehow a line we have used before comes to mind. There are two books that are 

unlikely to be published. Disco’s Greatest Moments and Great Moments in 

Macroeconomics. 
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Stock Markets 

Under mounting pressures, policymakers are likely to make every effort to prevent 

another contraction. Other than trying to talk the market up, they could go back to buying 

bonds. Long Treasuries want to rally anyway. The Plunge Protection Team is likely 

poised to buy stocks and we hope they have the ability or sense to avoid trying to catch 

falling knives. No matter how revered, theories about changing financial history, 

particularly during a pending contraction, can be futile. The whole FOMC should go out 

onto the tarmac, put their hands to the wheels of a 747 and try to push start it. Which 

fantastic mental image places arbitrary ambition in perspective. 

So, forget the Fed which is still following the uptrend in rising T-Bill rates. 

With any market that became as overbought and as expensive as the NYSE has been, a 

correction in the fall is not likely to be moderate. Particularly when it is accompanied by 

reverses in credit markets, weakening commodities and a firming dollar. So far the 

overall changes in our former “Friends of the bull market” have been modest. More down 

in crude will be interesting. As has been the decline in the NYSE Comp. However, 

considering the speculative excesses, this decline will likely end with a rush of forced 

liquidation. 

Historically, the Great Bubbles sold off seriously in late September and into October, 

with the pressures clearing in November. The 1825 Crash did not clear until late 

December-early January. And that was just the first hit in each post-bubble cyclical bear 

market. 

The event that has had us rivetted since January has been that the Weekly RSI on the 

NYSE Comp reached 89. The highest momentum on the Dot-Com Bubble was when the 

Nasdaq reached 84. By this measure there is a lot of air left to come out of the balloon. 

In 2007, the Advance/Decline Line peaked at the end of May providing a long lead to the 

peak in October. 

This time it has been faster with the A/Ds on August 27 and the NYA “secondary” peak 

on September 17. The S&P set its record high on September 21. Then following the 

A/Ds, the 20-Week ema was taken out on the S&P on October 8th. The failure in market 

breadth continues, which is serious. 

The financial sectors we watch Broker/Dealers (XBD) and Banks (BKX) have been in a 

significant decline. The XBD set new lows for the year two weeks ago and have extended 

the decline. Both have made new lows this week. 

Two weeks ago, we commented on the Utilities (XLU) and looked for the sector to 

remain firm with some help from the bond future. This has worked out, but we classified 

the sector as a “Late Bloomer”, implying a late failure. At 55 now, it reached 55.27 in 

November, so it is at resistance. 

The other concern has been that Hong Kong, Europe and London peaked early in the year 

and broke down in the summer. The World Index (ex US) set its peak in January with the 

Weekly RSI up at 85, which ranks with the Nasdaq in 2000 at 84. As we cannot note 

often enough the NYSE Comp’s RSI soared to 89.  At some point, the public will 

liquidate their holdings just as compulsively as they went long. 
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There is a very long history of financial contractions beginning in outlying exchanges and 

eventually hitting the financial center. 

Precious Metals 

Since mid-year we have been going on about a low for the big stock market and for gold 

stocks at “around October”. 

Prices are falling and as noted above, action in the credit markets is not yet dramatic so 

we will not be calling for a bottom in the NYSE this week. Nor in the gold sector. 

One “Comfort” indicator is doing OK. The HUI/Gold ratio plunged to 109 in mid-

September where it was very oversold. The bounce made it to 129 two weeks ago from 

hence it has traded between 129 and 124. We described the hit as part of an overall 

bottoming pattern. This one is becoming positive. But the Gold/Silver ratio is still 

trending up which is negative for the sector. 

The Old Paradigm (OP) on the gold sector has been that the Fed is “evil” () and will 

deliberately depreciate the dollar. Gold will soar! If you are a silver bug – silver will 

soar! 

This has not been then case, as the OP has not been working and it has never worked 

when the public choses to play in financial assets. Gold’s real price has declined during 

every financial mania and it has on this one. And gold stocks underperform (). 

However, in looking to the brighter side, gold’s real price has increased in post-bubble 

contractions. This improves profitability of operating mines and enhances valuations of 

exploration bets. A multi-year bull market for the sector has followed the collapse of a 

bubble which is why we are so focused on it now. 

Let’s call it the New Paradigm (NP) and it could start out of the pending bottom for the 

sector. 

While painful, it makes sense that those riding the old story get flushed out just in time 

for the new story. 

We follow the HUI because it has a long history and it has set very good lows in the 

liquidity crises that completed in late 2001, late 2008, late 2015 and possibly soon. 

On each of those opportunities, the Monthly RSI got down to or close to 30. It is at 38 

now and declining. 

We will advise on the accumulation time. 
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